Abstract
Introduction
Image enhancement is a vital preprocessing stage in image processing as it enables improved depiction of features for better analysis and extraction [1] . The feature to be enhanced include contrast, edge or colour attributes of images and several algorithms for achieving this are found in the literature and range from simple to complex algorithms [1] [2] . In the case of this work, we focus on tone mapping operation (TMO)-based algorithms, which are used to render high dynamic range (HDR) images on low dynamic range (LDR) display and print devices [1] .
Examples of these TMOs include the Homomorphic [3] and Retinex [4] filters. Other algorithms include the fusionbased approaches [5] , entropy-based wavelet coefficient scaling (ESWD) [6] , spatially guided filtering [7] , Gamma Correction (GGC) [8] , Generalized Unsharp Masking (GUM) [9] algorithms [8] [10] and naturalness restoration [11] . Others include the relatively recent partial differential equations (PDE)-based enhancement by Sapiro and Caselles [12] , Provenzi, et al [13] , variational Retinex framework by Kimmel, et al [14] , and others by [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , PDE-based Homomorphic filter (PDE-HF) [20] , Dynamic Stochastic Resonance (DSR) [21] , Bayesian [22] probabilistic schemes [23] and recent works such as entropy-guided Retinex-boosted AD [24] , global sparse gradient guided variational Retinex (GSG-VR) [25] and variational low-light image enhancement using optimal transmission map [26] .
PDE-based approaches are more versatile and flexible in addition to being able to yield intermediate and gradual results [27] . However, these algorithms do not have a means of obtaining the optimum result or an image measurebased guided approach to determine stopping time of the various PDE-based algorithms, which must be tuned to obtain good results for different images. Additionally, sub-par results are observed for several of the approaches, where there is minimal illumination normalization or considerable colour fading. Conversely, others over-enhance the images, leading to sharp divisions between light and dark regions in terms of over-exposure and under-exposure, respectively. Furthermore, most of these algorithms do not have easily implementable structure that can be developed in digital hardware
Relevant prior work
Several algorithms have attempted to solve the illumination estimation and reflectance extraction problem in a fast and compact but near accurate way and popular examples of such earlier methods are the HF and Retinex methods. The initial approaches employed the logarithmic image processing (LIP) model [1] , symmetric LIP (SLIP) [8] , [28] and parametric log models [29] . Additionally, variational approaches [13] [19] combined with Bayesian probabilistic framework [23] have also been proposed in addition to recent works [24] , [25] and [26] . Each of these methods have the strengths and weaknesses and some may exhibit high computational complexity. Additionally, these methods are not easily amenable to hardware implementation due to their structure.
The proposed tonal mapping algorithm is adaptive and guided by image metrics to ensure optimum results with the ability to process both dark and faded images while using small spatial filter kernel-based operators and avoiding logarithmic operations in a PDE-based formulation. Additionally, it attempts to solve the problem of difficulty of hardware realization by utilizing spatial filter structures to approximate these PDE processes. Furthermore, its avoidance of logarithm removes the need to implement logarithm functions for embedded mobile devices, which do not support such functions. Moreover, the algorithm has a dual-use function as it can be used to process either dark or faded, low-contrast images by adjustment of the contributions of these processes. The proposed approach also expands the discussion to generalize the algorithm to any domain that possesses contra-opposing processes for high-or lowfrequency components.
Proposed algorithm
The proposed scheme can be realized in the frequency or spatial domain [30] as shown in (1);
Where { } and { } are amplification and attenuation functions for the high-pass, ( , ) and low-pass, ( , ) images respectively [30] and ( , ) is the enhanced image. In previous work, we used the following expression to obtain the enhanced output image;
The PDE-based formulation can then be realized after derivation as;
From which we minimize the energy functional;
It should be noted that the system can be generalized to any domain but for run-time purposes, we choose to utilize spatial filter or frequency domain filters. For hardware implementation, it would make sense to utilize spatial filter kernel structures, since these architectures can be easily established using hardware description language (HDL) in digital hardware such as FPGAs [30] .
Experiments performed to analyze the system are shown in Fig. 1 concerning the relationship between the regularization parameter, and the number of required iterations. In general, the lower the value of the parameter, the more iterations needed to attain maximum entropy, which is our optimization goal in this case. Thus, in summary, the parameter influences the execution time of the algorithm.
Additionally, some images may require much more enhancement and, thus the algorithm may be slower in attaining the optimization goal (will run for more cycles), especially if little variations are made over time rather than more drastic ones. However, this is a strength in that the approach is able to improve under-exposed regions without overenhancing the bright regions and losing details in the process, unlike closed-form algorithms.
Experiments
In this section, we tested the proposed approach against several algorithms from the literature such as global histogram equalization (GHE), adaptive HE (AHE), contrast limited AHE (CLAHE) [31] , histogram specification (HS) [32] , gain offset correction (GOC1, GOC2 and GOC3) [33] , piecewise linear transform (PWL) [34] , linear contrast stretching (CS/LCS) [35] , splitting signal alpha rooting (SSAR) [36] , tonal correction (TC) [37] , spatial and frequency domain HF (SHF and FDHF) [1] [38], single and multiscale Retinex with colour restoration (SSR, MSR and MSRCR) [39] [4] and GUM [9] and PDE-based formulations from earlier work [40] .
We tested over 195 dark images from various sources including benchmark images used by several authors from the literature and others from the internet. Additionally, run-time comparisons were performed to assess time-complexity of the available algorithms. We performed numerical comparisons using image quality metrics such as colour enhancement factor (CEF) [41] , relative mean brightness (RM), relative standard deviation (RSD) [42] , relative entropy (RE), relative average gradient (RAG) [43] , hue deviation index (HDI) [43] and perceptual quality metric (PQM) [21] . The relative values represent a ratio of output over input images, thus values greater than unity signify improvement, while those less than unity imply degradation. The HDI ideally should be less than one for good hue preservation while PQM should be as close to 10 as possible, where 10 is the ideal value. However, we keep in mind that numerical results based on no-reference metrics especially in the domain of illumination correction-based image enhancement is difficult to reconcile objective results with visual outcomes. This is because image colour and contrast aesthetics are not clearly quantified by numerical values, which measure structural changes but may not be precise in relating to perceptual results. We therefore focus on consistent mid-range values to represent a balanced result than obtaining extremely high or low values with usually poor visual result as will be seen in the subsequent figures.
Visual evaluation
In Fig.2 , we provide the key to Fig. 3 where we present the visual and corresponding numerical results for the Swan, Notre Dame, Big Ben and Horse images. Based on results, the PDE-based formulations of the closed-form algorithms improve result for algorithms such as CLAHE. However, over-enhancement is observed in the swan's feathers. Most of the other algorithms darken the under-exposed regions and brighten the over-exposed regions as expected. The HF brightens the image but yields flattened and faded colours, while multi-scale Retinex algorithms give high contrast but with darkened regions and grey colouration in the white regions of the image. The worst performing algorithms are the GUM and SSR, statistical-based algorithms such as GHE, AHE, HS, which over-expose and over-enhance the entire image and distort the colours, while SSAR darkens the image. Conversely, PA brightens the dark regions of the image, while avoiding the over-exposure of bright regions, yielding a balanced result.
For the Notre Dame image, results are similar except that PA results in a faded sky similar to the HF, though it is less than the HF. Most of the other algorithms do not show any visible improvement or rather much worse results. Only the PDE-based CLAHE variants yield richer colours though with over-enhanced sky regions with halos and slight under-exposed dark regions while others have distorted colours. The GUM, SSR and global histogram stretching algorithms yield the worst results.
For the Big Ben image, the PA and HF yield similar results with faded colours in the sky regions, while the Retinex, CLAHE and others darken the image without resolution of dark regions. As usual the other statistics-based algorithms exhibit a pseudo thresholding effect by darkening under-exposed regions while brightening light areas, losing details. SSR and GUM yield over-bright images while SSAR darkens the image.
For the Horse image, once more, the PA and HF yield similar and best results, while the Retinex, CLAHE and others darken the image and statistics-based algorithms cannot resolve the under-exposed regions losing details in bright regions. The SSR and GUM yield over-bright images (though to a lesser extent compared with their previous performance) while SSAR once more darkens the image.
In Fig. 4 and 6 we compare visual results of PA with discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based enhancement (CES) [44] , direct image contrast enhancement (DICE) [45] , variational perceptually-inspired colour enhancement (VPCE) [13] , image Gaussian illumination enhancement (IEGP) [46] , MSR [4] and ESWD [6] from the literature [6] . Results indicate that PA surpasses several of the algorithms while being comparable to the best versions. In Fig. 5 , we present additional results for PA for a wide array of images with varying levels of uneven illumination and we can see that it has problems with local contrast performance, which is expected in some cases. In Fig. 7 and 8, we also compare the PA against SLIP-based generalized gamma correction (SLIP-GGC) [8] , LCS, CLAHE, local color correction (LCC) [47] [48], adaptive gamma correction (AGC) [49] and parametric log-ratio model (PLR) [50] using the figures from [8] amended with result from PA. Numerical results in Table 1 to 4 (Table 4 is from [8] amended with PA) indicate that PA yields balanced results, which are not at the extremes of too low or too high and this is in line with its visual results being subtle in enhancement unlike the other algorithms with extreme visual outcomes indicating distortions. This does not mean that PA cannot be modified to yield much higher numerical values but this would also defeat the purpose of gradual enhancement. Additionally, it should be stated that no algorithm can yield the best results for all possible images due to the uniqueness of images and their structural and perceptual features in addition to human subjective evaluation. 
Objective evaluation
In Table 1 , we present the initial obtained metrics for the sample images under test and their corresponding numerical results obtained from processing with various algorithms compared with the proposed approach (PA) in Table 2 . 
Runtime comparison
We present the plots of the various algorithms for the 195 images used to assess the time-complexity of the algorithms and their relation to the performance of PA in Fig. 9 . Based on results, PA is relatively fast in most cases, where optimization goals are quickly obtained, while in some other cases, it takes longer. Moreover, the Retinex methods exhibit the longest runtimes and this increases drastically for much larger images as seen. Thus, PA outperforms several of the closed-form approaches in terms of results and time complexity if run for a single iteration or in its adaptive mode. Additionally, it can be modified to mimic the results of other algorithms. The addition of a previously developed colour enhancement function can improve its colour rendition capabilities for certain images with faded colours. its automated, adaptive, metric optimization-based approach is advantage in some cases and its disadvantage in others. Furthermore, we have presented a successful PDE-based re-interpretation of illumination correction, dynamic range compression and contrast enhancement, easily achieved using spatial operators. Future work would involve implementing the PDE-based approach on an FPGA fabric and on a mobile embedded device platform. 
Conclusion
This report has presented the results of a PDE-based log-agnostic algorithm using spatial filter operators translated as opposing PDE-based flows [51] . The algorithm is of lower complexity when compared with algorithms such as CLAHE, GUM, SSR, and MSRCR. The proposed approach has been compared with numerous images and algorithms from the literature and show comparable performance with algorithms utilizing the logarithmic function and more complex operations. However, more work is needed to incorporate a strong local contrast enhancement operator that neither adds to the complexity nor over-enhances local regions, resulting in halos. Additionally, issues such as reduction of run-time and computational complexity of the algorithms in addition to improved image results will be the main focus in future work.
